
TRADE UP- upgrade to latest & greatest hearing technology 

GIVE BACK – donate your older technology to those in need 

SAVE $$ - receive a limited time trade in credit 
 

   

 

We are excited to introduce you to Oticon More and announce our Trade-Up-Give-Back 

event! Not only does this give you the chance to understand speech better (even in noise), 

but it also allows us to help others in need receive the gift of hearing – all while providing a 

special savings to you! 

 

Here’s how it works: 

 

1. TRADE UP: With the age of your current devices, you are at a point where you 

would receive a significant benefit from the recent advancements in hearing 

technology. Oticon More helps your brain decipher intricate details of relevant 

sounds for better speech understanding with less effort and the ability to hear more. 

This groundbreaking technology allows you to hear sounds that shouldn’t be 

missed. 

 

2. GIVE BACK: At Erichson Hearing Center, we are committed to providing hearing 

healthcare for all. We offer a wide variety of hearing devices to meet each patient’s 

unique hearing needs and budget in our community. We are also part of the Oticon 

Hearing Foundation, which helps to provide hearing healthcare services for 

impoverished people and communities around the world. 

 

 

3. SAVE $$: As a part of our ongoing efforts to provide hearing care for all, we are 

offering special “Trade Up” discounts and have opened our schedule to provide 

immediate appointments for you to take advantage of this special TRADE UP, 

GIVE BACK, SAVE$$ EVENT –  Your individualized appointment will include a 

hearing evaluation, a personalized hearing needs consultation, and a 2-week FREE 

trial with the Oticon More. 

 

CALL TODAY at 814-864-1556 to schedule your appointment and take advantage 

of this special TRADE UP, GIVE BACK, SAVE $$ promotion today! 

 

Sincerely, 

Linda Kerner 

 

We match most insurance pricing, TruHearing, Blue Cross, Hear in America, United 

Health Care and are providers for Aetna 


